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It follows trivially from old results of Majda and LaxPhillips that connected
obstacles K with real analytic boundary in Rn are uniquely determined by their
scattering length spectrum. In this paper we prove a similar result in the general
case (i.e. K may be disconnected) imposing some non-degeneracy conditions on K
and assuming that its trapping set does not topologically divide S*(C), where C is
a sphere containing K. It is shown that the conditions imposed on K are fulfilled,
for instance, when K is a finite disjoint union of strictly convex bodies.  2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an obstacle in Rn (n3), i.e. a compact subset of Rn with C
boundary K such that 0K=Rn"K is connected. A scattering ray # in 0K
is a generalized geodesic in the sense of Melrose and Sjo strand ([MS1],
[MS2]) which is unbounded in both directions (cf. also Sect. 24.3 in [H]).
We denote by T# the sojourn (travelling) time of # (cf. Sect. 2). If | # S n&1
is the incoming direction of # and % # Sn&1 is its outgoing direction, # will
be called an (|, %)-ray. The scattering length spectrum (SLS) of K is by
definition the family of sets of real numbers SLK=[SLK (|, %)](|, %) ,
where (|, %) runs over S n&1_S n&1 and SLK (|, %) is the set of sojourn
times T# of all (|, %)-rays # in 0K . Thus, SLK is a map which assigns to
each pair of directions (|, %) a set SLK (|, %) of non-negative real num-
bers. It is known (cf. [St2]) that for n3, n odd, we have SLK (|, %)=
sing suppsK (t, %, |) for almost all (|, %). Here sK is the scattering kernel
related to the scattering operator for the wave equation in R_0K with
Dirichlet boundary condition on R_0K (cf. e.g. Ch. 5 in [M]).
It is a natural problem in inverse scattering by obstacles to get informa-
tion about the obstacle K from its SLS. It follows from results of A. Majda
[Ma] (see also Majda and Ralston [MaR]) and P. Lax and R. Phillips
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[LP2] that the convex hull K of K can be recovered from SLK . Conse-
quently, in the class of convex obstacles and also in the class of connected
obstacles with real analytic boundaries, K is completely determined by its
SLS. However, as an example of M. Livshits shows (cf. Ch. 5 in [M]), in
general SLK does not determine K uniquely.
Following [St3], we will say that two obstacles K and L have almost the
same SLS if there exists a subset R of full Lebesgue measure in S n&1_
Sn&1 such that SLK (|, %)=SLL(|, %) for all (|, %) # R. Let Trap(0K) be
the set of trapped points of the generalized geodesic flow F (K)t in
T4 *(0K)=T*(0K)"[0] and let U be a large open ball in Rn containing
both K and L. It was shown in [St3] (cf. Proposition 2.1 below) that if K
and L have almost the same SLS and satisfy some non-degeneracy condi-
tions, then the flows F (K)t and F
(L)
t are conjugate on their phase spaces
minus the set of trapped points Trap(0K)=Trap(0L) by a time preserving
conjugacy which is smooth and symplectic on an open dense subset. Using
this conjugacy, some relationships between K and L (under various condi-
tions) were derived in [St3].
The main result in this paper concerns obstacles with real analytic
boundary K (with more than one connected component). This assumption
implies that the normal curvature of K does not vanish of infinite order
and in particular (cf. [MS1]) the GHF F (K)t is well defined as a global
flow. We suppose that K satisfies the following non-degeneracy conditions:
#K (_)=pr1(F (K)t (_)): t # R] is a non-degenerate simply reflecting ray for
almost all _ # S*(Rn"U) such that #K (_) has at least one reflection point,
and K does not contain non-trivial open flat subsets (the latter is always
so when K is real analytic). Let K0 be the class of obstacles K with C
boundary satisfying these conditions. It is not difficult to see that K0 is of
second Baire category in the space of all obstacles with the C Whitney
topology.
We will denote by K (ob) the union of all connected components of K
that have a common point with at least one scattering ray in 0K , and call
it the observable part of the boundary K. The obstacle K will be called
observable, if K=K (ob). (These definitions seem to be appropriate only in
the real analytic case.)
The main result in this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let K, L # K0 be obstacles in Rn with real analytic bound-
aries and let K and L have almost the same SLS. If K is such that
S*(Rn"U)"Trap(0K) is connected, then K (ob)=L(ob). If in addition both K
and L are observable, then K=L.
The idea of the proof is simple. Denoting by Y the union of all connected
components of K (ob) that do not coincide with connected components of
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L and assuming Y{<, we get a point _ # S*(Rn"U) such that #K (_)=
[pr1(F (K)t (_)): t # R] has a common point with Y. We then take a smooth
curve _(s) in S*(Rn"U) that connects _ to a point _(0)=_0 generating a
free ray, i.e. a ray without common points with K. After some regulariza-
tion of the curve _(s) (imposing some transversality conditions on it), we
choose the smallest s with #K (_(s)) & Y{<. For \=_(s), the scattering
ray #K (\) has only one common point y with Y which is a tangent point,
and all transversal reflection of its occur at connected components of K
that coincide with connected components of L. Then we show that y$ # L
for a dense set of points y$ in a neighbourhood of y in Y. Thus, K=L
near y which is clearly a contradiction with the definition of Y.
In general it is not clear how restrictive the condition about the connec-
tivity of S*(Rn"U)"Trap(0K) is. Proposition 5.5 below shows that this
condition is satisfied when K is a finite disjoint union of strictly convex
domains with C boundaries. Combining it with Theorem 1.1, one gets the
following.
Corollary 1.2. Let K be a finite disjoint union of strictly convex
domains and let L # K0 . If K and L have almost the same SLS and both K
and L are real analytic, then K=L.
It should be remarked that even the case considered in the above
corollary is non-trivial. When the number of convex components of K is
large and they are ‘‘densely packed’’ (in a sense) the flow F (K)t has a lot of
tangencies that make its study rather difficult even though the boundary
K is locally very simple. It is still unknown whether the statement of
Corollary 1.2 remains true without assuming real analyticity of K and L.
Most of the paper actually deals with obstacles with C boundaries. In
Sect. 3 we study the sets of points _ # S*(Rn"U) that generate trajectories
having tangencies to K. It turns out that the _’s generating trajectories
having tangencies of order higher than 1 form a relatively small subset GK .
Roughly speaking, GK has codimension 2 in S*(Rn"U), so it does not
divide topologically the space S*(Rn"U). A similar property holds for the
set of points generating scattering rays with multiple (more than one)
tangencies to K (Proposition 3.6). Using these facts, in Sect. 4 we prove
Theorem 1.1.
In Sect. 5 we begin with an observation which applies locally near any
difractive tangent point (x0 , !0) # S*(K) for any K with C boundary.
Namely, we show that there exists a local strictly convex smooth hypersur-
face Y near x0 such that the unit normal field to Y consists of vectors that
are tangent to K on an open neighbourhood of x0 in K. We use this fact
in the case when K is a finite disjoint union of strictly convex domains with
C boundaries to show that the set T0 of ponts _ # S*(0K) generating
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trajectories with at least two different tangent points can be covered by a
countable family of codimension 2 submanifolds. This implies (cf. Proposi-
tion 5.1) that S*(Rn"U)"Trap(0K) is connected. In fact, more precise infor-
mation about the set Trap(0K) is obtained. For example, if X is a local
smooth convex surface in the interior of 0K with distinguished unit normal
field &X and X =[(x, &X (x)): x # X] is such that X & T0 has codimension at
least 2 in X (which is probably always the case but we do not prove it
here), then dim(X & Trap(0K))n&3, and in fact dim(X & Trap(0K)"
T0)=0. Here dim is the topological dimension. It should be mentioned
that at least in the last relation dim cannot be replaced by the Hausdorff
dimension dimH ; one can easily show that in many cases dimH(X &
Trap(0K)"T0)>0 and it is not easy to estimate dimH from above for the
sets that we deal with.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let K be an obstacle in Rn with C boundary K. We refer the reader
to [MS1], [MS2] (or Sect. 24.3 in [H]) for the definition of the
generalized Hamiltonian (bicharacteristic) flow on a symplectic manifold
with boundary. In the case of scattering by an obstacle K, this flow is
generated by the principal symbol of the wave operator in R_0K . It
defines in a natural way a flow F(K)t : T*b (0K)"[0]  Tb*(0K)"[0], called
the generalized geodesic flow. Here Tb*(0K)=T*(0K)t is the quotient
space with respect to the following equivalence relation on T*(0K):
(x, !)t( y, ’) iff x= y and either !=’ or ! and ’ are symmetric with
respect to the tangent plane to K at x.
The following conditions guarantees (cf. [MS2]) that F (K)t is well-
defined as a global flow: for each (x, !) # T*(K)"[0] if the normal cur-
vature of K at x vanishes of infinite order in direction !, then all points
( y, ’) sufficiently close to (x, !) are diffractive points (roughly speaking,
this means that K is convex at y in the direction of ’). Denote by K the
class of obstacles that have this property. Notice that if K is real analytic,
then K # K. For K # K the flow F (K)t on Tb*(0K)"[0] is continuous
([MS2]). The image Sb*(0K) of the unit cosphere bundle S*(0K) under the
natural projection is invariant with respect to F (K)t . In this paper we will
mainly work with F (K)t on T*(0K)"[0] and S*(0K).
A point _=(x, |) # S*(0K) is called non-trapped if both curves
[pr1 (F (K)t (_)): t0] and [pr1 (F
(K)
t (_)): t0] in 0K are unbounded.
Otherwise _ is called a trapped point. Here we use the notation
pr1( y, ’)= y and pr2( y, ’)=’. Denote by Trap(0K) the set of all trapped
points. As the example of M. Livshits (cf. [M]) shows, in general Trap(0K)
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may have positive Lebesgue measure and non-empty interior in S*(0K).
Let _=(x, !) # S*(0K) be such that x  K and #K (_)=[pr1(F (K)t (_)): t # R]
is a simply reflecting ray, i.e. it has no tangencies to K. We shall say that
#K (_) is non-degenerate if for every t{0 with pr1(F (K)t (_))  K the map
Rn % y [ pr2(F (K)t ( y, !)) # S n&1 is a submersion at y=x, that is its dif-
ferential at y=x has rank n&1.
Denote by K0 the class of obstacles K # K with C boundary K such
that K does not contain non-trivial open flat subsets and such that #K (_)
is a non-degenerate simply reflecting ray for almost all _ # S*(Rn"U) so
that #K (_) has at least one reflection point. One can show that K0 is of
second Baire category in K with respect to the C Whitney topology in
K. That is, for every K # K, applying suitable arbitrarily small C defor-
mations to K, one gets obstacles from the class K0 and in fact ‘‘most’’
deformations have this property.
Set T4 *(0)=T*(0)"[0] and denote by T4 b*(0) the projection of T4 *(0) in
T*(0)t.
The following gives a necessary and sufficient condition for two obstacles
in the class K0 to have almost the same SLS.
Proposition 2.1 [St3]. If the obstacles K, L # K0 have almost the same
SLS, then there exists a homeomorphism 8: T4 b*(0K)"Trap(0K)  T4 b*(0L)"
Trap(0L) which defines a symplectic map on an open dense subset of
T4 b*(0K)"Trap(0K), maps S b*(0K)"Trap(0K) onto S b*(0L)"Trap(0L), and
such that F (L)t b 8=8 b F
(K)
t for all t # R and 8=id on T4 b*(R
n"U)"
Trap(0K)=T4 b*(Rn"U)"Trap(0L), where U is an open ball containing the
obstacles K and L. Conversely, if K, L # K0 are two obstacles for which there
exists a homeomorphism 8: S b*(0K)"Trap(0K)  Sb*(0L)"Trap(0L) such
that F (L)t b 8=8 b F
(K)
t for all t # R and 8=id on S*(R
n"U)"Trap(0K) for
some open ball U, then K and L have the same SLS.
Remark. Assuming that K, L have almost the same SLS, it is shown in
[St3] that for any _ # T4 *(0K)"Trap(0K) we have F (K)t (_)=F
(L)
t (_) for
all sufficiently large |t|. So, naturally, 8 is defined by 8(_)=F (L)t (F
(K)
&t (_))
for some |t|>>0; this gives the same point for all sufficiently large |t|.
In general it seems unlikely that SLK provides substantial information
about the size of the set Trap(0K).
Let U be a large ball containing the obstacles K and L. Given ! # Sn&1
denote by Z! the hyperplane in Rn orthogonal to ! and tangent to U such
that U is contained in the open half-space R! determined by Z! and having
! as an inner normal. Given an (|, %)-ray # in 0, the sojourn (travelling)
time T# of # is defined by T#=T $#&2a, where T $# is the length of that part
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of # which is contained in R| & R&% and a is the radius of the ball U. It
is known that this definition does not depend on the choice of the ball U.
3. TANGENTIAL SINGULARITIES
Throughout this section K denotes an obstacle in Rn with C boundary
such that the normal curvature of K does not vanish of infinite order. For
brevity we will use the notation Ft=F
(K)
t . Let . be a defining function for
K in a small neighbourhood V0 of K. That is, . : V0  R is smooth,
d.{0 on K, and .&1(0)=K. Define the Hamiltonian function p:T*(Rn) 
R by p(x, !)= 12 ( |!|
2&1). The corresponding Hamiltonian vector field is
Hp=(!1 , ..., !n ; 0, ..., 0)= :
n
i=1
! i

xi
.
As before, U will denote a fixed open ball in Rn containing K. Set C=U.
In this section we first study the sets
Tk=[_ # S*(V0) : H jp .(_)=0 for j=0, 1, ..., k: and : H
k+1
p .(_){0],
where k is a positive integer. In general these sets are not manifolds,
however locally each of them is contained in a submanifold of codimension
2 in S*(V0). What is more important, it turns out that for k2 the set Tk
is locally contained in a submanifold of codimension 3 (see Proposition 3.1
below). An important consequence of this is that the set of those
_ # S*(Rn"U) that generate trajectories containing gliding segments on K
can be covered by a countable family of submanifolds of codimension 2 in
S*(Rn"U), so topologically it does not divide S*(Rn"U). The proofs of (at
least some of) these facts are simple and it seems they can be derived from
considerations in [MS1] and [MS2] (cf. also [H], [MT] and Sect. 5 in
[Z]). We provide proofs for completeness.
Proposition 3.1. For each k1 and each _ # Tk there exists an open
neighbourhood V(_) of _ in T*(V0) and a smooth submanifold 1(_) of V(_)
such that Tk & V(_)/1(_)/S*(V0) and the codimension of 1(_) in T*(V0)
is 3 for k=1 and 4 for k2. Consequently, as a submanifold of S*(V0) the
codimension of 1(_) is 2 for k=1 and 3 for k2.
Proof. Denote by V$ the set of those \ # T*(V0) such that !{0 and
H k+1p .(\){0, and define g: V$  R by g(\)=Hp.(\)=
n
i=1 ! i
.
xi (x),
where \=(x, !).
First, consider the case k=1. We claim that T1=[\ # V$ : p(\)=
.(\)= g(\)=0] is a submanifold of V(_). For this of course one has to
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show that dp(\), d.(\) and dg(\) are linearly independent on T1 . Let
\=(x, !) # T1 and assume that
u dp(\)+a d.(\)+b dg(\)=0 (1)
for some u, a, b # R. Here d=d(x, !) . Considering derivatives with respect to
xj , (1) implies
a
.
xj
(x)+b :
n
i=1
!i
2.
xi xj
(x)=0.
Multiplying the latter by !j and summing up gives a Hp.(\)+
b H 2p.(\)=0. Since Hp.(\)=0 and H
2
p.(\){0, the above implies b=0.
This and (1) yield u=a=0. Hence T1 is a submanifold of V(_) of codimen-
sion 3.
Next, consider the case k2. Define another function f on V$ by
f (\)=H kp .(\)= :
n
i1, i2, ..., ik=1
!i1 !i2 } } } !ik
k.
xi1 x i2 } } } xik
(x).
Set 1=[\ # V$ : p(\)=.(\)= g(\)= f (\)=0]. Clearly Tk & V$/1/
S*(V0). We will show that dp, d., dg and df are linearly independent at
any point \ # Tk & V$ (in particular at _). Let \=(x, !) # Tk & V$ and let
u dp(\)+a d.(\)+b dg(\)+c df (\)=0 (2)
for some u, a, b, c # R. Considering derivatives with respect to xm , (2)
implies
a
.
xm
(x)+b :
n
i=1
!i
2.
x ixm
(x)
+c :
n
i1, i2, ..., ik=1
!i1 ! i2 } } } !ik
k+1.
x i1 xi2 } } } xik xm
(x)=0
for all m=1, ..., n. Multiplying the latter by !m and summing up, we get
a Hp .(\)+b H 2p.(\)+c H
k+1
p .(\)=0.
Since \ # Tk and k2, we have Hp.(\)=H 2p.(\)=0 and H
k+1
p .(\){0.
Hence c=0. Next, considering the terms in (2) corresponding to
derivatives with respect to !i , we get
u !i+b
.
xi
(x)=0
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for all i. Multiplying this by !i and summing up gives 0=u |!|2+
b Hp .(\)=u, so u=0. Returning to the previous equality and using the
fact that d.(\){0, one gets b=0. Then (2) yields a=0 as well. This shows
that dp, d., dg and df are linearly independent at _. By continuity, there
exists an open neighbourhood V(_) of _ in V$ such that dp, d., dg and df
are linearly independent on V(_). Then 1 & V(_) is a submanifold of
codimension 4 in V(_) and Tk & V(_)/1 & V(_). K
Next, we are going to show that for k2, the set Tk can be covered by
a countable family of codimension 2 submanifolds of S*(C), where C is the
boundary sphere of U.
Fix for a moment k2 and m0. Denote by T (m)k the set of those
_ # Tk such that there exists t>0 with Ft(_) # S*(C), the trajectory
[Fs(_): 0<st] has no common points with r=2 Tr and has exactly m
transversal reflection points at K (and possibly some tangent points that
belong to T1). For _ # T (m)k denote by s(_) the minimal number t>0 with
F(K)t (_) # S*(C).
Lemma 3.2. For every _0 # T (m)k there exists an open neighbourhood
U (m)k (_0) of _0 in S*(V0) such that the set
N (m)k (_0)=[Fs(_)(_) : _ # T
(m)
k & U
(m)
k (_)]
is contained in a smooth codimension 2 submanifold of S*(C).
Proof. We will use the above proposition and an argument from [St2].
Fix an arbitrary _0 # T (m)k and let s1<s2< } } } <sm be the times of the
transversal reflections of [Fs(_0) : 0<ss(_0)]. Clearly 0<s1 and
sm<s(_). For each j=1, ..., m fix two numbers aj and bj close to sj and
such that
b0=0<a1<s1<b1<a2<s2<b2< } } } <am<sm<bm<am+1=s(_0).
For each j=1, ..., m choose arbitrary smooth cross-sections (i.e. submanifolds
of S*(0) of codimension 1 transversal to the flow Ft) Aj and Bj to the trajec-
tory [Fs(_0) : 0<ss(_0)] such that Faj (_0) # Aj and Fbj (_0) # Bj . We
assume that Aj and Bj are so small and so close to the reflection point Fsj (_0)
that for any \ # Aj the trajectory of \ under Ft makes exactly one (transversal)
reflection at K before intersecting transversally Bj .
Let V(_0) be an open neighbourhood of _0 in S*(V0) with the properties
described in Proposition 3.1. For \ in a small neighbourhood W of _0 in
V(_0) we denote by t(\) the unique curve in S*(Rn) for which there exists
a sequence of numbers
b0(\)=0<a1(\)<s1<b1(\)<a2(\)< } } } <am(\)<sm<bm(\)<am+1(\)
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with the following properties:
(i) aj (\)(\) # Aj and bj (\)(\) # Bj for all j=1, ..., m, am+1(\)(\) #
S*(C), and s(\) # S*(U) for s # (0, am+1(\));
(ii) for each j=0, 1, ..., m, the curve [t(\) : bj (\)taj+1(\)] is
a trajectory of the vector field Hp in Rn (this curve could have common
points with the interior of K);
(iii) for each j=1, ..., m, the curve [t(\): aj (\)tbj (\)] is a tra-
jectory of the GHF Ft in 0.
It is clear that if the neighbourhood W of _0 in V(_0) is sufficiently small,
then the curve t(\) is well-defined for all \ # W. Set 4(_0)=
[\ # W : H kp .(\)=0]. We assume that H
k+1
p .{0 on V(_0) (which
follows from the construction of V(_0) in the proof of Proposition 3.1).
Then 4(_0) is a codimension 1 submanifold of W transversal to the vector
field Hp . Consequently, the map 4(_0) % \ [ a1(\)(\) # A1 is smooth and
a local bijection, so it defines a local diffeomorphism. Dealing in the same
way with the shift along the curve t(\) between successive cross-sections,
one derives that the map 9 (m)k (\)=am+1(\)(\) from 4(_0) to S*(C) is a
local diffeomorphism.
Set U (m)k (_0)=W. Let 1(_) be as in Proposition 3.1. Then 1(_0) & U
(m)
k
is a codimension 2 submanifold of 4(_0). Hence 9 (m)k (1(_0) & U
(m)
k (_0))
is a codimension 2 submanifold of S*(C). It remains to show that
N (m)k (_0)=9
(m)
k (1(_0) & U
(m)
k (_0)). To check this, observe that for any
\ # U (m)k (_0) & T
(m)
k we have s(\)=Fs(\) for all s # [0, am+1(\)]. Indeed,
for such \ the trajectory [Ft(\): t0] has exactly m transversal reflection
points Fsi(\)(\), i=1, ..., m, where si (\) is close to si for each i. There exist
real numbers a i (\) close to ai and bi (\) close to bi such that Fai(\)(\) # Ai
and Fbi(\)(\) # Bi for all i=1, ..., m and Fam+1(\)(\) # S*(C). Hence the
curve s(\)=Fs(\), s # [0, am+1(\)], satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), (iii).
In particular s(_)=am+1(\) and therefore N (m)k (_0)=9
(m)
k (1(_0) &
U (m)k (_0)). This proves the lemma. K
Denote by GK the set of those _ # S*(C) such that Ft(_) # Tk for some
t # R and some k2. Then (cf. [MS1] or Sect. 24.3 in [H]) GK contains
any _ # S*(C) that generates a trajectory containing a gliding segment on
K.
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma we get the following.
Proposition 3.3. There exists a countable family [Ni] of codimension 2
submanifolds of S*(C) such that GK / _ i Ni .
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Proof. Cover the set T (m)k with a countable family U
(m)
k (_
(k, m)
j ) of open
subsets of S*(V0) with the properties listed in Lemma 3.2. Then GK /
j=1 

m=0 

k=1 N
(m)
k (_
(k, m)
j ), so the statement follows from Lemma
3.2. K
Finally, it remains to deal with the case k=1.
Lemma 3.4. For every _0 # T1 there exists an open neighbourhood U(_)
such that the set N(_0)=[Fs(_)(_) : _ # T1 & U(_0)] is contained in a
smooth codimension 1 submanifold of S*(C).
Proof. This is essentially a repetition of the proof of Lemma 3.2 with
minor modifications and less technicalities, since there are no futher
tangencies that have to be avoided. We omit the details. K
An important consequence of the last lemma is the following.
Proposition 3.5. There exists a countable family [Mi] of codimension
1 submanifolds of S*(C)"(Trap(0K) _ GK) such that every _ # S*(C)"
(Trap(0K) _ GK _ i Mi) generates a simply reflecting trajectory in 0.
Moreover the family [Mi] is locally finite in S*(C)"(Trap(0K) _ GK), that
is any compact subset of S*(C)"(Trap(0K) _ GK) has common points with
only finitely many of the submanifolds Mi .
Proof. For every _ # T1"Trap(0K) choose an open neighbourhood
U(_) as in Lemma 3.4. Shrinking U(_) if necessary, we may assume that
H 2p.{0 on the closure U(_) of U(_) and therefore it does not have com-
mon points with Tk for any k2. Also, we choose U(_) such that
U(_) & Trap(0K)=<. Consequently, for the set N(_) from Lemma 3.4 we
have dist(N(_), Trap(0K) _ GK)>0, and so there exists a smooth codimen-
sion 1 submanifold M(_) of S*(C) such that N(_)/M(_) and M(_) has
no common points with Trap(0K) _ GK .
Choose a countable set of elements _i # T1"Trap(0K) such that T1"
Trap(0K)/i U(_i) and [U(_ i) & T1] is a locally finite family in
T1"Trap(0K). Denote M i=M(_i). It is now clear that any _ # S*(C)"
(Trap(0K) _ GK _ i Mi) generates a simply reflecting trajectory in 0. It
remains to show that [Mi] is locally finite in S*(C)"(Trap(0K) _ GK). Let
L be a compact subset of S*(C)"(Trap(0K) _ GK). Then the sojourn
(travelling) times of trajectories generated by elements of L are uniformly
bounded. Assume that there exists \m # Mim & L for infinitely many im .
Choosing a subsequence, we may assume that \m  \ # L as m  . Since
\m # Mim , there exists tm # R with Ftm(\m) # U(_im) & T1 . Since the sequence
[tm] is bounded, we may assume that tm  t # R as t  . Then
Ftm(\m)  Ft(\), so for _=Ft(\) we must have Hp.(_)=0. On the other
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hand, \ # L shows that \  Trap(0K) _ GK , so the trajectory generated by
\ is not trapped and does not have common points with Tk for any k2.
Hence _ # T1 "Trap(0K), and therefore there exists a compact neighbour-
hood W of _ in S*(Rn) such that W & T1 & Trap(0K)=<. Then
Ftm(\m)  _ implies that W has common points with U(_im) & T1 for all
sufficiently large m, contradiction with the local finiteness of the family
[U(_ i) & T1] in T1 "Trap(0K). Hence L can have common points with
only finitely many Mi ’s. K
It turns out that the set of points in S*(C) generating scattering rays
having multiple tangencies is a ‘‘thin’’ subset of the set of points generating
rays with tangencies.
Proposition 3.6. Let K be an obstacle in Rn with C boundary such
that the curvature of K does not vanish of infinite order. Let _=
( y, ’) # S*(K) be such that the Gauss curvature of K at y is non-zero and
#K (_)=[pr1(F (K)t (_)): t # R] is a scattering ray in 0K . There exists _$=
( y$, ’$) # S*(K) arbitrarily close to _ such that y$ is the only tangent point
of the scattering ray #K (_$) to K.
A proof of this proposition is given in the Appendix. The two main
ingredients used there are Lemma 5.2 below and Lemma A.1, whose proof
is very similar to that of Lemma 3.3 in [PS].
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Assume that K # K0 and L # K0 are two obstacles in Rn with real analytic
boundaries that have almost the same SLS. As before, U will denote an
open ball containing K and L and C will be the boundary sphere of U.
For K we assume in addition that the set Trap(0K) is not topologically
dividing S*(C), that is, S*(C)"Trap(0K) is connected. Then L has the
same property, since K and L having almost the same SLS and Proposition
2.1 (cf. the Remark after it) imply Trap(0L)=Trap(0K). Under these
assumptions we will show that K (ob)=L(ob).
Clearly some connected components of K coincide with connected com-
ponents of L. Indeed, it follows from results of Majda [Ma] and Lax and
Phillips [LP2] (and also from the more general Proposition 2.1 above)
that the extremal points of K and L coincide. The real analyticity of K and
L then implies that any connected component of K containing extremal
points of K coincides with a corresponding connected component of L.
For the obstacle K, fix a countable family [N (K)i ] of codimension 2 sub-
manifolds of S*(C) with the properties described in Proposition 3.3 and a
countable family [M (K)i ] of codimension 1 submanifolds of S*(C)"
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(Trap(0K) _ GK) with the properties described in Proposition 3.5. Let
[N (L)i ] and [M
(L)
i ] be families of submanifolds with similar properties for
the obstacle L.
Denote by X the union of all connected components of K coinciding with
connected components of L. Then Y=K (ob)"X is a finite union of con-
nected components of K, so Y (if not empty) is a compact real analytic
submanifold of Rn and X & Y=<. Similarly, Z=L(ob)"X is a finite union
of connected components of L. Our aim is to show that Y=Z=<.
Assume that Y{<; the case Z{< is similar (in fact we will see later
that the essential case to consider is when both Y and Z are non-empty).
It then follows from the definition of K (ob) that there exists _$ # S*(C)
such that the trajectory
#K (_$)=[pr1(F (K)t (_$)) : t # R]
has at least one common point with Y. Since both GK _ i M (K)i and
Trap(0K) & S*(C) have Lebesgue measure zero in S*(C) (cf. Theorem
1.6.2 in [LP1] or Proposition 2.3 in [St2]), slightly changing _$, we may
assume that #K (_$) is a simply reflecting ray having a common point with
Y (which is therefore a transversal reflection point). Clearly, there exist
points _0 # S*(C) such that #K (_0) has no common points with K. Fix an
arbitrary _0 # S*(C) with this property.
Since _0 , _$ # S*(C)"Trap(0K) and this set is open and connected (by
assumption), there exists a smooth curve _(s), 0s1, in S*(C)"
Trap(0K) such that _(0)=_0 , _(1)=_$. The compactness of Trap(0K) &
S*(C) implies the existence of a whole compact neighbourhood W of #=
[_(s) : s # [0, 1]] in S*(C) such that W & Trap(0K)=<. Slightly perturb-
ing the curve # in the interior of W, we may assume that # is transversal
to any of the submanifolds M (K)i , M
(L)
i , N
(K)
i and N
(L)
i (cf. [Hi]). Now the
fact that the codimension of N (K)i and N
(L)
i in S*(C) is 2 implies that # &
N (K)i =# & N
(L)
i =< for each i. Thus, # & GK=# & GL=<. On the other
hand, the sets GK & W and GL & W are closed in W (since W is away from
Trap(0K)), and so these are compact subsets of W having no common
points with #. Then shrinking W, we may assume that W & GK=W & GL=
<. Then W & (GK _ Trap(0K))=W & (GL _ Trap(0L))=<. Now the fact
that the family [M (K)i _ M
(L)
i ] is locally finite in S*(C)"(Trap(0K) _ GK)
implies that # & M (K)i {< only for finitely many i. Consequently, there
exist only finitely many s1 , ..., sm # [0, 1] such that #K (_(s j)) contains a
tangent point to K (and that must be a point from T1). In general it may
happen that some of the trajectories #K (_(sj)) have more than one
tangency to K. However, using Proposition 3.6, we can slightly perturb
the curve # near each sj , so that #K (_(s)) has a single point of tangency to
K for any s # [0, 1] with _(s) # i M (K)i . In the same way, perturbing
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slightly the curve # if necessary, we get a curve such that #L(_(s)) contains
a tangent point to L for only finitely many s # [0, 1], and for any such s,
the trajectory #L(_(s)) has a single point of tangency to L (which belongs
to the set T1).
In this way, we proved the existence of a smooth curve _(s) (s # [0, 1])
in S*(C)"(GK _ GL _ Trap(0K)) such that _(0)=_0 , _(1)=s$, there exist
only finitely many s # [0, 1] with _(s) # i (M (K)i _ M
(L)
i ) and for any such
s each of the trajectories #K (_(s)) and #L(_(s)) have at most one tangent
point to K and L, respectively.
Since # & Trap(0K)=< and Y _ Z is compact, there exists
a=min[s # [0, 1] : #K (_(s)) & (Y _ Z){<].
Clearly a>0 and for \=_(a) we have #K (\) & (Y _ Z){<. For s<a,
#K (_(s)) has no common points with Y _ Z, so every common point of
#K (_(s)) with K _ L actually belongs to X. Thus, #K (_(s))=#L(_(s)) for all
s<a, and by continuity #K (\)=#L(\). So, the cases #K (\) & Y{< and
#K (\) & Z{< are completely symmetric and without loss of generality we
may assume that #K (\) & Y{<. The choice of a shows that every com-
mon point of #K (\) with Y (resp. Z) must be a diffractive tangent point to
Y (resp. Z). Consequently, #K (\) has a tangent point y to Y, and this is its
only common point with Y. In particular, for every \$ # S*(C) sufficiently
close to \, #K (\$) has at most one common point with Y, and also #L(\$)
has at most one common point with Z. Let yi=F (K)ti (\), i=1, 2, ..., m, be
the successive common points of #K (\) with K with y= yi0 for some i0 .
Then y1 , ..., yi0&1 , y i0+1 , ..., ym are transversal reflection points and all of
them belong to X. The definition of X gives yi # K & L and the tangent
planes to K and L at yi coincide for all i{i0 .
The real analyticity of K implies that the set of points x # K where the
Gauss curvature of K is non-zero is open and dense in K. (Otherwise,
there would be a non-trivial open cylindrical subset of K; cf. e.g. Lemma
34 in [W].) We claim that all y$ # K sufficiently close to y and such that
the Gauss curvature of K at y$ is non-zero belong to L. Indeed, let y$ be
such a point and let ’$ # Sn&1 be such that ( y$, ’$) # S*(K) and there
exists \$ # S*(C) close to \ with F (K)t (\$)=( y$, ’$) for some t close to t i0 .
Then #K (\$) has exactly m common points y$1 , ..., y$m with K such that
each y$i with i{i0 is a transversal reflection point close to yi and y$i0= y$.
Assume that y$  L. Since #K (\$) is a scattering ray, there exists T>0 such
that F (K)T (\$) # S*(C). Let PK : U  S*(C) be the Poincare map defined by
the shift along the trajectories of F (K)t on a neighbourhood U of \$ in
S*(C). Similarly, let PL : U  S*(C) be the Poincare map defined by the
flow F (L)t . Since K and L have almost the same SLS, it follows from
Proposition 2.1 (cf. also the remark after it) that PK=PL . Since #K (\$) has
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a single diffractive tangency at K, the map PK is not C at \$ (cf. e.g.
Lemma 3.1 in [St3]). Thus, PL is not C , too, so #L(\$) must have a
tangent point to L. It follows from the choice of \$ that this can only be
a point z # Z. Let K$ be the union of these connected components of K
whose boundaries are included in X. Then K$=X. Moreover z  K$, since
Z & X=<. If M is the connected component of L containing z, then we
can find a bounded domain M$ in Rn with a C boundary M$ such that
M$=L near z and M$ & K$=<. Then L$=K$ _ M$ is an obstacle in Rn
with C boundary such that F(L)t =F
(L$)
t near \$ for all t. Applying
Proposition 3.6 to it and the point _=( y$, ’$), we find _$=( y", ’") #
S*(K) (=S*(L$) near _) such that [F (L$)t (_$): t # R]=[F
(L)
t (_$): t # R]
has no other tangent point to L$ except at y". Using again the fact that
PK=PL , we get a contradiction. Thus, we must have y$ # L. Since this is
so for y$ in a dense open subset of a sufficiently small neighbourhood of y
in K, it follows that K=L near y. Thus, y # X which is a contradiction
with the assumption y # Y. Therefore we must have Y=<.
In a similar way one derives Z=<, hence K (ob)=L(ob). K
5. THE CASE OF SEVERAL STRICTLY CONVEX BODIES
In this section we assume that K is an obstacle in Rn (n3) of the form
K=K1 _ K2 _ } } } _ Ks , (3)
where Ki are compact strictly convex disjoint domains in Rn with C
boundaries Ki and s3. Set d=mini{ j dist(Ki , Kj) and Ft=F (K)t .
Our aim in this section is to prove the following proposition which com-
bined with Theorem 1.1 yields Corollary 1.2.
Proposition 5.1. Let n3, let K have the form (3), and let U be an
open ball containing K and C=U. Then S*(C)"Trap(0K) is connected.
The main difficulty in proving this is the possible existence of trajectories
with multiple tangencies to K. When the number of connected com-
ponents s is large and these components are ‘‘densely distributed’’ in a way,
the set of points generating such trajectories is rather large. Our first task
in this section is to show that for the type of obstacles considered here the
set of points of S*(C) generating rays with multiple tangencies can be
covered by a countable family of submanifolds of S*(C) of codimension 2.
To do this we will use the following elementary construction which is also
used in the proof of Proposition 3.6 given in the Appendix.
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Lemma 5.2. Let X be a C smooth submanifold of codimension 1 in Rn,
and let x0 # X and !0 # Tx X, &!0&=1, be such that the normal curvature of
X at x0 in the direction !0 is non-zero. Then for every =>0 there exist an
open neighbourhood V of x0 in X, a smooth map V % x [ !(x) # TxX and a
smooth positive function t(x) # [$, =] on V for some $ # (0, =) such that
Y=[ y(x)=x+t(x) !(x) : x # V] is a smooth strictly convex surface with
unit normal field +( y(x))=!(x), x # V. That is, the normal field of Y consists
of vectors tangent to X at the corresponding points of V.
Proof. Considering X with the Riemann metric induced by Rn, there
exists a local smooth codimension 1 submanifold X$ of X containing x and
perpendicular to !0 at x0 and such that the second fundamental form of X$
in X with respect to the normal !0 is negative definite at x0 . (For example,
we can take an appropriate strictly convex (n&1)-dimensional sub-
manifold Z of Rn containing x0 and having ‘‘outward’’ unit normal !0 at
x0 , and set X$=X & Z.) Parametrize X$ by h(u$), u$=(u2 , ..., un&1),
h(0)=x0 , and let !(u$) be a continuous unit normal field to X$ with
!(u$) # Th(u$)X for all u$ and !(0)=!0 . For any u$ let c(t; u$) be the geodesic
on X parametrized by arc length t such that c(0; u$)=h(u$) and
c* (0; u$)=!(u$). Define r(u1 , u2 , ..., un&1)=c(u1 ; u$). It then follows that for
|u1 | and &u$& small enough, r(u) is a smooth parametrization of an open
neighbourhood V of x0 in X such that x0=r(0), !0=(ru1 ) (0), and
" ru1 (u)"=1, 
r
u1
(u),
r
ui
(u)=0, i>1, u # U . (4)
(cf. e.g. Theorems 3 and 4 in Sect. 8.1 of [BC] for the second relation).
Shrinking the neighbourhood V of x0 if necessary, we may assume that u
runs over some open ball U in Rn&1. Notice that the second fundamental
form of X$ in X at x0 has the form
II$(v$)= :
n&1
i, j=2
vivj !0 , 
2r
ui uj
(0) ,
where v$=(v2 , ..., vn&1) # Rn&2. So the choice of X$ implies II$(v$)<0
whenever v${0.
Fix a small =>0 and set y(u)=r(u)+(=&u1)(ru1 )(u), u # U. Shrink-
ing the ball U if necessary, we may assume that |u1 |<=2 for all u # U. It
will become clear later how small = should be.
We claim that Y=[ y(u): u # U] is a smooth submanifold of Rn
(provided =>0 and U are small enough), y(u) is a smooth parametrization
of Y and +(u)=(ru1 )(u) is a normal vector to Y at y(u).
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First, notice that differentiating (4) with respect to uj implies
 ru1 (u),
2r
u1 uj
(u)=0, 1 jn&1, (5)
 
2r
u1uj
(u),
r
ui
(u)+ ru1 (u),
2r
uiuj
(u)=0,
2in&1, 1 jn&1. (6)
From these two equalities, it follows in particular that (2ru21 )(u)
=(rui )(u) for any i=1, ..., n&1, and therefore (2ru21 )(u) is a normal
vector to X at r(u). On the other hand, the assumption that the normal
curvature of X at x0=r(0) in the direction of !0=(ru1 )(0) is non-zero
implies that (2ru21 )(0){0. In particular, the vectors (
2ru21 )(0),
(ru2 )(0), ...,(run&1 )(0) in Rn are linearly independent. Without loss of
generality we may assume that the matrix formed by the first n&1 coor-
dinates of these vectors has a non-zero determinant.
Since
y
u1
(u)=(=&u1)
2r
u21
(u),
y
ui
(u)=
r
ui
(u)+(=&u1)
2r
u1ui
(u), i>1,
(7)
(4) and (5) imply that +(u)=(ru1 )(u) is a normal vector to Y at y(u),
provided Y is a smooth submanifold with parametrization y(u).
To prove that Y is locally a smooth (n&1)-dimensional submanifold of Rn,
it is enough to show that if =>0 is small enough, then the vectors (yui )(0)
(1in&1) are linearly independent. Assume the contrary, i.e. there exists
a>0 such that for any = # (0, a] the corresponding vectors (yui )(0) are
linearly dependent. Let y(u)=( y1(u), ..., yn(u)) and r(u)=(r1(u), ..., rn(u)).
Define z(u)=( y1(u), ..., yn&1(u)) and h(u)=(r1(u), ..., rn&1(u)). Then the vec-
tors (zui )(0) (1in&1) are also linearly dependent, so we must have
z
u1
(0) =
2h
u21
(0)
0=det
z
u
(0)=det
z
u2
(0)
=det
h
u2
(0)+=
2h
u1u2
(0) ,
} } } } } } } } }
z
un&1
(0)
h
un&1
(0)+=
2h
u1un&1
(0)
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where the rows in the matrices above are vectors in Rn&1. Dividing by = the
first row of the determinant in the right-hand side and then letting = 0, we
obtain that the matrix formed by the first n&1 coordinates of the vectors
(2ru21 )(0), (ru2 ) (0), ..., (run&1 )(0) has a zero determinant-contradic-
tion with our assumption above.
Thus, there exist arbitrarily small =>0 such that the vectors (yui )(0)
(1in&1) are linearly independent. Given such an =, shrinking U if
necessary, we may assume that (yui )(u) (1in&1) are linearly inde-
pendent for any u # U. Then Y is a smooth (n&1)-dimensional submanifold
of Rn and y(u) is a smooth parametrization of Y. As we observed above,
+(u)=(ru1 )(u) is then a unit normal to Y at y(u). Moreover, by the defini-
tion of y(u), the segment [r(u), y(u)] is tangent to X at r(u).
It remains to show that the normal curvature of Y with respect to the nor-
mal field +(u) is negative. For this we need the second derivatives of y(u)
which we get from (7):
2y
u21
(0)=&
2r
u21
(0)+=
3r
u31
(0),
2y
u1ui
(0)==
3r
u21ui
(0), 2in&1,
2y
uiuj
(0)=
2r
uiuj
(0)+=
3r
u1uiuj
(0), 2i, jn&1.
Hence the coefficients cij=(+(0), (2yuiuj )(0)) of the second fundamental
form of Y at y(0) have the form:
c1j==  ru1 (0),
3r
u21uj
(0) , 2 jn&1,
cij = ru1 (0),
2r
uiuj
(0)+=  ru1 (0),
3r
u1uiuj
(0), 2i, jn&1.
On the other hand, differentiating (5) with respect to ui , one gets
 ru1 (0),
3r
u1uiuj
(0)=& 
2r
u1ui
(0),
2r
u1uj
(0) .
Thus, the second fundamental form II(v) (v=(v1 , ..., vn&1) # Rn&1) of Y at
y(0) has the form
II(v)== :
n&1
i, j=1
vivjcij= :
n&1
i, j=1
vivj  ru1 (0),
3r
u1uiuj
(0)
+ :
n&1
i, j=2
vivj  ru1 (0),
2r
uiuj
(0)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=&= :
n&1
i, j=1
vivj  
2r
u1ui
(0),
2r
u1uj
(0)+II$(v$)
=&= &w&2+II$(v$),
where v$=(v2 , ..., vn&1) and w=n&1i=1 vi (
2ru1ui )(0). Since by the choice
of the submanifold X$ we have II$(v$)<0 for v${0, it now follows that
II(v)<0 whenever v{0. Thus, Y is strictly convex at y(0) with respect to the
normal +(0)=(ru1 )(0), and therefore the same conclusion holds for any
y(u) close enough to y(0). So, shrinking U (and therefore V) we get that the
whole submanifold Y is strictly convex in Rn. K
Let K be of the form (3) and let _0=(x0 , !0) # S*(K) be such that
\0=Ft0(_0) # S*(K) for some t0>0 and t0 is minimal with this property. Let
.(x) and p(!) be as in the beginning of Sect. 3. On some small
neighbourhoods U0 and W0 of _0 and \0 in T*(Rn) define
M=[_ # U0 : p(_)=Hp.(_)=0], N=[_ # W0 : p(_)=Hp.(_)=0],
M0=M & .&1(0), N0=N & .&1(0). It is well-known (and follows from
Sect. 3) that M and N are smooth submanifolds of U0 and W0 , respectively,
of codimension 2. The strict convexity of K implies that the Poisson bracket
[ p, Hp.]=H 2p.{0 on each of the sets M and N. Moreover, H.p=0 and
H.(Hp.)(x, !)=ni=1 (.xi )
2>0 imply that M0 and N0 are codimension
1 submanifolds of M and N, respectively. We will also need the submanifolds
M$=[_ # U0 : Hp.(_)=0], N$=[_ # W0 : Hp.(_)=0],
of codimension 1 in U0 and W0 , respectively.
Let t1< } } } <tm be the reflection times of the trajectory #=[Ft(_0): 0<
t<t0]. Take a small open neighbourhood U0 of _0 in T*(Rn) and for each
_ # U0 define the curve t(_), 0tt0+d2, as the billiard trajectory of _ in
Rn which makes (transversal) reflections at K near the points Fti (_0)
(i=1, ..., m) but disregards K near _0 and \0 . Let 8: M$  N$ be the map
defined by shift along the curves t , that is for any _ # M$, 8(_)=t(_),
where t is such that |t&t0 |<d2 and t(_) # N$. If U0 and V0 are small
enough, then 8 is well-defined and smooth and 8(M)/N. Moreover, the
restriction of 8 ot M determines a symplectic map 8: M N.
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Given a smooth (n&1)-dimensional submanifold X of Rn with a specified
continuous unit normal field &X , we will denote
X =[(x, &X (x)) : x # X]/S*X (Rn).
Lemma 5.3. Under the assumptions and with the notation above, if the open
neighbourhoods U0 and W0 of _0 and \0 in T*(Rn) are sufficiently small, then
M0 & 8&1(N0) is a submanifold of M0 of positive codimension.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that there exists an open neighbourhood
V of x0 in K, a smooth map V % x [ !(x) # TxK and a smooth positive
function t(x) # [$, =] on V for some =>$>0 such that Y=[y(x)=x+
t(x) !(x) : x # V] is a smooth strictly convex surface with unit normal field
+( y(x))=!(x), x # V. Taking V sufficiently small, we may assume that Y is
entirely in the exterior of K. Then Y /p&1(0) and Y is an (n&1)-dimensional
submanifold of T*(Rn). It is contained in the codimension 1 submanifold
L$=T*Y (Rn) of T*(Rn). Clearly, ( y0 , ’0)=( y(x0), !(x0))=Fs0(_0) for
s0=t(x0)<=.
Define the local maps 5: M$  L$ and 9: L$ N$ as the shifts along the
curves t ; then 8=9 b 5. Notice that
5&1(Y )=[(x, !(x)) : x # V]/M0 /M
is an (n&1)-dimensional submanifold of M.
Fix an arbitrary s>0 such that tm<s+s0<t0 and consider the set
S=[pr1(s(\)) : \ # Y ].
Then s(Y )=[(q, |(q)) : q # S], where |(q) is the unit normal field on Z
pointing in the direction of the flow F on s(Y ). Clearly S is the shift of the
strictly convex surface Y along the billiard flow in the exterior of K after fixed
time s. It is known in the theory of dispersing billiards (see Sinai [Si]) that
the strict convexity of K and that of Y implies that S is a smooth (n&1)-
dimensional submanifold of Rn which is strictly convex with respect to the
normal field determined by the direction of the flow. Assuming that the
neighbourhood V of x0 in K, and therefore Y and S, are sufficiently small,
we have t(q, |(q))=(q+t|(q), |(q)) for 0t<t0+d2&(s+s0). It is now
easy to see that the set S0 of those q # S such that t(q, |(q)) # S*(K) for
some t # (0, t0+d2&(s+s0)) is a smooth submanifold of S of codimension
1 (cf. Lemma 5.4 below for a proof of this fact). Then [(q, |(q)) : q # S0] has
the same property in s(Y ), and taking (s)&1, we deduce that the set L0 of
those \ # Y such that Ft(\) # S*(K) for some t with |t&t0&s0 |<d2 is a
smooth codimension 1 submanifold of Y .
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Assume that U0 is so small that pr1(U0)/V. Notice that L0=Y &
9&1(N0). Applying 5&1 to this relation we get that 5&1(L0)=5&1(Y ) &
8&1(N0). Here L=5&1(Y ) is a submanifold of M0 of dimension n&1, while
5&1(L0) is a submanifold of M0 of dimension n&2. Since L & 8&1(N0) is a
proper submanifold of L and L/M0 , it follows that M0 is not contained in
8&1(N0). Hence M0 & 8&1(N0) is a proper submanifold of M0 . K
The following simple lemma is well-known. We prove it for completeness (it
was already used in the proof of Lemma 5.3 above). It is worth mentioning
that its statements are in general not true without assuming convexity for both
Z and X.
Lemma 5.4. Let Z and X be smooth (n&1)-dimensional submanifold of
Rn with specified continuous unit normal fields &Z and &X such that Z is convex
with respect to &Z while X is strictly convex with respect to &Z . Let z0 # Z be
such that x0=z0+{0&Z(z0) # X for some {0>0 and the ray %(z0)=
[z0+t&Z(z0) : t>0] is tangent to X at x0 . Then the set Z0 of those z # Z such
that the corresponding ray %(z) is tangent to X at some point x(z) # %(z) is an
(n&2)-dimensional submanifold of Z locally near z0 . Consequently, the set
X0=[x(z) : z # Z0] is an (n&2)-dimensional submanifold of X locally near x0 .
Proof. Let *0=(z0 , &Z(z0)) # S*Z(Rn) and _0=(x0 , &Z(z0)) # S*Z(Rn). Con-
sider a defining function . of X near x0 with {.=&X on X, and let
M=[_ # U0 : p(_)=Hp(_)=0], where U0 is a small open neighbourhood of
_0 in T*(Rn). Then M is a symplectic submanifold of T*(Rn) of codimension
2. Consider the local map 4: S*Z (Rn)  M which shifts each _ # S*Z(Rn) along
the free flow of Hp in T*(Rn) until it hits M. That this map is well-defined,
smooth and symplectic near *0 follows in a standard way (see e.g. the
proof of Lemma 5.3 above). As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, set
M0=[_ # M : .(_)=0]; then 4&1(M0) is a codimension 1 submanifold of
S*Z (Rn) (near *0). We claim that 4&1(M0) is transversal in S*Z(Rn) to the
(n&1)-dimensional (Lagrangian) submanifold Z . This is in fact trivial:
consider a short straightline segment at x0 transversal to X, for example
r(s)=x0+s&X (x0), |s|a, for some small a. Since Z is convex, the orthogonal
projection to Z on a small open neighbourhood of x0 in Rn is smooth and has
maximal rank. Thus, the image z(s) of r(s) under this projection is a smooth
curve on Z with z(0)=z0 . Moreover the curve _(s)=(z(s), &Z(z(s)) in Z is not
tangent to 4&1(M0) at z0 . Hence Z is transversal to 4&1(M0) at z0 . Since
Z0=pr1(Z & 4&1(M0)), it follows that locally near z0 , Z0 is a smooth (n&2)-
dimensional submanifold of Z.
The statement about X0 follows from the fact that 4(Z &
4&1(M0))=4(Z ) & M0 is a smooth (n&2)-dimensional submanifold of M0
and locally near _0 the projection pr1 : M0  Rn has maximal rank. K
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Given _ # S*(0K), denote #+K (_)=[pr1(F
(K)
t (_)) : t0]. We are going to
use the construction in the proof of Lemma 5.3 to show that for obstacles K
of the form (3) there are relatively few points _ # S*(C) that generate trajec-
tories with more than one tangency to K. Here as before C is the boundary
sphere of a large open ball U containing K in its interior.
Proposition 5.5. (a) There exists a countable family [Ri] of codimension
2 smooth submanifolds of S*(C) such that for any _ # S*(C)"( _ iRi) the trajec-
tory #K(_) has at most one tangency to K.
(b) There exists a countable family [Ri] of codimension 2 smooth sub-
manifolds of S*K (0K) such that for any _ # S*K(0K)"( _ iRi) the trajectory
#K (_) has at most one tangency to K.
Proof. (a) Denote by 7 the set of those _ # S*(C) such that #K (_) has
at least two tangencies to K. Given integers 1p<q, let 7( p, q) be the set
of those _ # 7 such that #K (_) has at least two different tangent points to K,
the first of which has the form Fs1(_) for some s1=s1(_) # [ p
d
4 , ( p+1)
d
4] and
the second one has the form Fs2(_) for some s2=s2(_) # [q
d
4 , (q+1)
d
4].
Clearly for such _, if \ # 7( p, q) is close to _, then Fs1(\)(\) and Fs1(_)(_)
belong to the same convex component of K and the same applies to Fs2(\)(\)
and Fs2(_)(_).
It is enough to show that for any p and q, the set 7( p, q) can be covered
by a countable union of codimension 2 submanifolds of S*(C). For this of
course it is enough to prove the corresponding local statement: every
_ # 7( p, q) has an open neighbourhood O in S*(C) such that 7( p, q) &O is
contained in a countable union of codimension 2 submanifolds of O.
Fix integers q>p1 and an arbitrary _$ # 7( p, q). Set s1=s1(_$), s2=
s2(_$), _0=Fs1(_$) and \0=Fs2(_$). Then _0 , \0 # S*(K) and \0=Ft0(_0) for
t0=s2&s1>0, so we can apply Lemma 5.3. The latter gives that there exist
open neighbourhoods U0 and W0 of _0 and \0 in T*(Rn) such that if
M0 /M/M$, N0 /N/N$ and the map 8: M$  N$ are defined as before
the statement of Lemma 5.3, then M0 & 8&1(N0) is a submanifold of M0 of
positive codimension. Consequently, the codimension of M0 & 8&1(N0) in M
is at least 2. Let k be the number of (transversal) reflection points of
[Ft(_$): 0t<s1]. Take a small open neighbourhood O$ of _$ in T*C(Rn) and
define 8$: O$  M$ similarly to 8: given _ # O$, we consider the shift of _$
along the flow Ft until after the kth reflection point, and after that the shift
continuous along the free flow of Hp in Rn until the trajectory hits N$. Clearly,
if O$ is small enough, then 8$ is well-defined and induces a symplectic map
8$: O=O$ & S*(C)  M. Consequently, (8$)&1 (M0 & 8&1(N0)) is a sub-
manifold of O of codimension at least 2. Since 7( p, q) & O/M0 & 8&1(N0),
the assertion is proved.
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(b) The proof is almost the same as that of part (a). Define 7( p, q) as
before, however now p<q can be negative or 0 as well. If _$ # 7( p, q) &
S*(K), one can simply apply Lemma 5.3. If _$ # 7( p, q) & S*K (0K), then one
can apply the argument in the proof of part (a), replacing S*(C) by S*K (0K).
Finally, if pr1(_$)  K, one can take any transversal cross-section O$ of
T*(0K) at _$ and proceed as in the proof of part (a). We omit the details. K
As a consequence of the above considerations we get the desired informa-
tion about the size of the set Trap(0K) in the case when K has the form (3).
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Clearly it is enough to prove that if U is a suf-
ficiently large open ball, then S*(Rn"U)"Trap(0K) is connected. Take an
arbitrary _0=(x0 , !0) # S*(Rn"U)"Trap(0K). It is enough to find a con-
tinuous curve _(t) in S*(Rn"U)"Trap(0K) such that _(0)=_0 and _(1)
generates a trajectory in S*(Rn"U), thus a trajectory without any reflec-
tions at K.
We will assume that the trajectory #K (_0) has common points with the
convex hull K of K; otherwise there is nothing to prove. Replacing !0 by
&!0 if necessary, we will assume that #+K (_0) has common points with K .
Then replacing x0 by x0&t!0 for some large t>0, we may assume that
there exists a strictly convex smooth hypersurface X in Rn"U with a con-
tinuous unit normal field &X such that x0 # X, &X (x0)=!0 , and there exists
x1 # X such that the ray [x1+t&X (x1) : t>0] has no common points with
K . (For X one can take the boundary sphere of a very large ball in Rn"U.)
Take a very large closed ball U1 that contains the orthogonal projection of
K onto X and the point x1 as well. Since the set Trap(0K) & S*(U1)
is compact and _0  Trap(0K), there exists an open connected neigh-
bourhood V0 of _0 in S*(U1) with V0 & Trap(0K)=<.
It follows from Proposition 5.5 (a) that there exists a countable family
[Qi] of smooth codimension 2 submanifolds of S*(Rn"U1) such that for
any _ # S*(Rn"U1)"(i Qi), the trajectory #K (_) has at most one tangency
to K. The submanifolds Qi are obtained from the submanifolds Ri in
Proposition 5.5 (a) by translation along the second (vector) component.
So, locally Qi are invariant under F.
Using Thom’s Transversality Theorem (cf. e.g. [Hi]), we can find an
arbitrarily small in the C Whitney topology deformation Y of X such that
Y is transversal to Qi in S*(V) for each i. Since each Qi is locally invariant
under Ft (for small |t| ), we may assume that x0 # Y. Moreover, taking Y
sufficiently close to X, we may assume that Y & U1 is strictly convex and
if ’0 is the normal to Y at x0 , then (x0 , ’0) # V0 , so (x0 , ’0) and (x0 , !0)
can be joined by a continuous curve in V0 which therefore has no common
points with Trap(0K). Finally, we can take Y so close to X that there exists
y1 # Y (close to x1) such that the ray [ y1+t&Y ( y1) : t>0] has no common
points with K.
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The above argument shows that without loss of generality we may
assume that X is transversal to each of the submanifolds Qi . Since
dim(Qi)=2n&3 and dim(X )=n&1, it then follows that for each i, X & Qi
is a submanifold of S*(V) with dim(X & Qi)=(2n&3+n&1)&(2n&1)=
n&3. Using the Sum Theorem for the topological dimension dim (cf. e.g.
[HW]), it now follows that for X$=X & ( _ iQi) we have dim(X$)n&3.
Next, denote by X0 the set of those _ # X & Trap(0K) such that the tra-
jectory #K (_) has no tangencies to K. Given integers p, q such that
q # [1, ..., s] and p1, denote by X( p, q) the set of those _ # X & Trap(0K)
such that #K (_) has exactly one tangency to K which is its pth reflection
point and it belongs to Kq . We will show that each of the subspaces X0
and X( p, q) of X has topological dimension dim =0.
Let F =>r=1 F be endowed with the product topology, where
F=[1, 2, ..., s] with the discrete topology. It is well known (and easy to
see) that dim(F )=0 and therefore every subspace of F has topological
dimension zero (cf. e.g. [HW]). Consider the map f : X0  F , defined by
f (_)=(i1 , i2 , ...), where the jth reflection point of #K (_) belongs to Kij for
all j=1, 2, .... Clearly, the map f is continuous and it follows from [St1]
that f &1: f (X0)  X0 is also continuous (it is in fact Lipschitz with respect
to an appropriate metric on F ). Thus, X0 is homeomorphic to a subspace
of F and therefore dim(X0)=0.
Given p, q, we deal with X( p, q) in a similar way. Define f : X( p, q)  F
as above and notice that in the present case we have iq= p for any
_ # X( p, q), where f (_)=(ij). This and the definition of X( p, q) imply that
f is continuous on X( p, q) and using [St1] again, we get that X( p, q) is
homeomorphic to a subspace of F and so dim(X( p, q))=0.
Now the Sum Theorem for dim (cf. [HW]) shows that dim(X$ _ X0 _
p, q X( p, q))n&3. Since Trap(0K)/X$ _ X0 _ p, q X( p, q), this implies
dim(Trap(0K))n&3. Now the fact that X is an (n&1)-dimensional
Cantor manifold (cf. Sect. 6.5 in [HW]) yields that X "Trap(0K) is connected.
Since _0 and _1=(x1 , &X (x1)) both belong to X "Trap(0K), there exists a
continuous curve _(t) in X "Trap(0K) with _(0)=_0 and _(1)=_1 . This
proves the assertion.
APPENDIX
Here we prove Proposition 3.6.
Let X be a smooth bounded (n&1)-dimensional submanifold of Rn,
n2. Following [PS], we will say that a curve # in Rn is an (|, %)-trajec-
tory for X if it has the form #=si=0 l i , where l i=[xi , xi+1],
i=1, ..., s&1, xi # X for all i=1, ..., s, while l0 (resp. ls) is the infinite ray
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starting at x1 (resp. xs) with direction &| (resp. %), and for every i=0, 1, ...,
s&1, li and li+1 satisfy the law of reflection at xi with respect to X.
Clearly, if X=K for some obstacle K, then every scattering ray in 0K is an
(|, %)-trajectory for some (|, %) # Sn&1_Sn&1. The converse is not true in
general, since an (|, %)-trajectory for X may intersect transversally K.
Let U be an open ball containing X. Given | # Sn&1, define the hyper-
plane Z| as at the end of Sect. 2. For an integer p1, consider the smooth
manifolds
X ( p)=[(x1 , ..., xp) # X p : xi {x j , i{ j], Mp=S n&1_X ( p)_S n&1.
Fix integers k, m and s1 and 0k<ms. Denote by M(s, k, m) the
set of those ’=(|; x; y; z; %) # Ms+2 with x=(x1 , ..., xs), y, z # X, such
that there exists an (|, %)-trajectory for X with successive (transversal)
reflection points x1 , ..., xs , the segment [xk , xk+1] of which is tangent to
X at the point y # (xk , xk+1), the segment [xm , xm+1] is tangent to X at
z # (xm , xm+1), and the Gauss curvature of X either at y or at z is non-zero.
Here by x0 (resp. xs+1) we denote the orthogonal projection of x1 on Z|
(resp. of xs on Z&%).
It follows from Lemma 3.3 in [PS] that the set M(s, k) of those
’=(|; x; y; %) # Ms+1 satisfying a condition similar to the above without
the involvment of a second tangent point z, is a smooth submanifold of
Ms+2 of dimension 2n&3. Modifying the proof in [PS], we get a similar
result for the set M(s, k, m).
Lemma A.1. M(s, k, m) is a smooth submanifold of Ms+2 of dimension
2n&4.
Proof. Assume 0<k and m<s; the cases k=0 andor m=s are similar.
Given ’^=(|^; x^; y^; z^; %^) # M(s, k, m), choose smooth charts .i : Ui  X
of X around x^i , : V  X of X around y^ and /: W  X of X around z^
such that .i (Ui) & .i+1(Ui+1)=<, i=1, ..., s&1, .k(Uk) & (V)=<,
.k+1(Uk+1) & (V)=<, .m(Um) & /(W)=< and .m+1(Um+1) & /(W)=<.
Let |(|$), |$ # D1 /Rn&1, be a smooth parametrization of Sn&1 near |^
(say, |$ is an appropriate choice of n&1 coordinates of |), and let %(%$),
%$ # D2 /Rn&1 be a similar parametrization of Sn&1 near % . Consider the
chart
8: U=D1_U1_ } } } _Us_V_W_D2  D/Ms+2 ,
defined by 8(!)=(|(|$); .1(u1), ..., .s(us); (v); /(w); %(%$)) for !=(|$; u;
v; w; %$) # U.
Because of the symmetry of the roles of k and m, we may assume that
the Gauss curvature of X at y^ is non-zero. Let ! =(|^$; u^; v^; w^; % $) # U be
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such that 8(! )=’^. Notice that ’^ # M(s, k, m) implies &1(v^)=x^k+1&x^k ,
where &1(v^) is the naturally defined normal to X at (v^) (see below).
Choosing an appropriate coordinate system in Rn, we may assume that
x^k+1&x^k=(0, ..., 0, a), &1(v^)=(1, 0, ..., 0) (8)
for some a>0. Shrinking Um and Um+1 if necessary, we can find
i0=1, ..., n so that
. (i0)m+1(um+1)&.
(i0)
m (um){0, um # Um , um+1 # Um+1 .
Fix i0 with this property and set B=[1, ..., n]"[i0].
Define F: U  R by F(!)=s&1i=1 &.i (ui)&.i+1(u i+1)&. Here u i=
(u (1)i , ..., u
(n&1)
i ) # Ui . Let f1=(1, 0, ..., 0), ..., fn=(0, ..., 0, 1). As in [PS],
to express the condition !=(|$; u; v; w; %") # 8&1(M(s, k, m)), we will use
the naturally defined normals
&1(v)=det\
f1 } } } fn
+, &2(w)=det\
f1 } } } fn
+
(1)
v(1)
(v) } } }
(n)
v(1)
(v)
/(1)
w(1)
(w) } } }
/(n)
w(1)
(w)
} } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } }
(1)
v(n&1)
(v) } } }
(n)
v(n&1)
/(1)
w(n&1)
(w) } } }
/(n)
w(n&1)
(w)
to X at (v) and /(w), respectively, and the functions
K ( j)i (!)=
F
u ( j)i
(!) , i=2, ..., s&1, j=1, ..., n&1,
Lj (!)= .2(u2)&.1(u1)&.2(u2)&.1(u1)&&|(|$),
.1
u ( j)1
(u1), j=1, ..., n&1,
Mj (!)= .s(us)&.s&1(us&1)&.s(us)&.s&1(us&1)&&%(%$),
.s
u ( j)s
(us), j=1, ..., n&1,
Pj (!)=
( j)(v)&. ( j)k (uk)
&(v)&.k(uk)&
+
( j)(v)&. ( j)k+1(uk+1)
&(v)&.k+1(uk+1)&
, j=1, ..., n&1,
Qj (!)=
/( j)(w)&. ( j)m (um)
&/(w)&.m(um)&
+
/( j)(w)&. ( j)m+1(um+1)
&/(w)&.m+1(um+1)&
, j # B,
R(!)=(.k+1(uk+1)&.k(uk), &1(v)) ,
T(!)=(.m+1(um+1)&.m(um), &2(w)) .
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Consider the map
G: U  (Rn&1)s&2_Rn&1_Rn&1_Rn&1_Rn&1_R_R,
G(!)=((K ( j)i (!))
1 jn&1
2is&1 ; (Lj (!))1 jn&1 ;
(Mj (!))1 jn&1 ; (Pj (!))1 jn&1 ; (Qj (!)) j # B ; R(!); T(!)) .
Then G is smooth and we have 8&1(D & M(s, k, m))=G&1(0). We will
show that G is submersion at ! . Then shrinking U (and therefore D), G is
a submersion on the whole U, so (cf. [Hi]) G&1(0) is a smooth sub-
manifold of U with
dim(G&1(0))=(s+4)(n&1)&[(s+2)(n&1)+2]=2n&4.
Assume that
:
s&1
i=2
:
n&1
j=1
A ( j)i {K
( j)
i (! )+ :
n&1
j=1
Bj{Lj (! )+ :
n&1
j=1
Cj{Mj (! )
+ :
n&1
j=1
pj{Pj (! )+ :
j # B
qj{Q j(! )+r{R(! )+t{T(! )=0 (9)
for some real numbers A ( j)i , Bj , Cj , pj , qj , r, t. We will show that all these
are zero. Here { means {! , the gradient with respect to !=(|$; u; v; w; %$).
First, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [PS], considering the
derivatives with respect to |$ and %$ in (9), one shows that B1= } } } =
Bn&1=C1= } } } =Cn&1=0. Then, repeating again the corresponding
argument from [PS], it follows that A ( j)i =0 for all j=1, ..., n&1, 1ik
and mis. Now (9) has the form
:
m
i=k+1
:
n&1
j=1
A( j)i {K
( j)
i (! )+ :
n&1
j=1
pj { Pj (! )
+ :
j # B
qj { Qj (! )+r { R(! )+t{T(! )=0. (10)
Set for convenience
b1=
1
&(v^)&.k(u^k)&
, b2=
1
&(v^)&.k+1(u^k+1)&
,
b=b1+b2 , e=
x^k+1&x^k
&x^k+1&x^k&
.
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Since ! # M(s, k, m), we have (v^) # [x^k , x^k+1]. This and (8) imply
(v^)&.k(u^k)
&(v^)&.k(u^k)&
=&
(v^)&.k+1(u^k+1)
&(v^)&.k+1(u^k+1)&
=e=(0, ..., 0, 1).
Setting pn=0 and p=( p1 , ..., pn) # Rn, as in [PS] one derives from (10)
that
b1 p&(e, b1p) e+r&1(v^)=0.
On the other hand, e=(0, ..., 0, 1) and the definition of p give p=e, so
b1 p+r&1(v^)=0. That is,
p=&
r
b1
&1(v^) . (11)
Next, we have
R
vi
(!)=.k+1(uk+1)&.k(uk), &1vi (v) ,
and
Pj
vi
(!)=b1
( j)
vi
(v)&
( j)(v)&. ( j)k (u)
&(v)&.k(u)&3 (v)&.k(u),

vi
(v)
+b2
( j)
vi
(v)&
( j)(v)&. ( j)k+1 (u)
&(v)&.k+1(u)&3 (v)&.k+1(u),

vi
(v)
=b
( j)
vi
(v)&b1e( j) e, v i (v)&b2e( j) e,

vi
(v)
=b
( j)
vi
(v)&be( j) e, vi (v) .
Considering the derivatives with respect to vi in (10), we get
0= :
n
j=1
bpj _
( j)
vi
(v^)&e( j) e, vi (v^)&+r x^k+1&x^k ,
&1
vi
(v^)
=b p, vi (v^)&b (p, e) e,

vi
(v^)+ra e, &1vi (v^) .
Using e=p, &1(v^)= vi (v^) for all i=1, ..., n&1, and (11), this implies
0=ra(e, (&1 vi )(v^)) for all i=1, ..., n&1. Since the Gauss curvature of
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X at (v^) is non-zero and a{0, it follows that r=0. Now (11) implies
p=0, so (10) takes the form
:
m
i=k+1
:
n&1
j=1
A ( j)i {K
( j)
i (! )+ :
j # B
qj { Qj (! )+t{ T(! )=0 . (12)
Then, applying again the argument from [PS], one gets A ( j)i =0 for all i
and j, qj=0 for all j # B and t=0. Thus, G is a submersion at ! . K
We will also need the following simple lemma which is probably well-
known. We prove it for completeness.
Lemma A.2. Let X and Z be smooth local (n&1)-dimensional sub-
manifolds of Rn (n2) with X & Z=<, and let (x0 , !0) # S*(X) be such
that (z0 , !0) # S*(Z), where z0=x0+t0!0 for some t0>0. If the curvature
of X in the direction of !0 is non-zero, then there exists (x, !) # S*(X)
arbitrarily close to (x0 , !0) such that (x+t!, !)  S*(Z) for any t>0.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that there exist =>0, an open
neighbourhood V of x0 in X, a smooth positive function t(x), x # V, with
t(x) # [$, =] for all x # V, and a smooth map V % x [ !(x) # Tx(X) such
that Y=[ y(x)=x+t(x) !(x) : x # V] is a smooth strictly convex surface
with unit normal field !(x). Given z$ # Z with z$=x+t!(x) for some t>0
and a sufficiently small open neighbourhood W of z$ in Rn, the orthogonal
projection .: W  Y is well-defined and smooth. Thus, .: W & Z  Y is a
smooth map. If z # W & Z is such that the ray [ y(x)+t!(x) : t>0] is
tangent to Z at z, then z is a critical point and x is a critical value of ..
By Sard’s Theorem (cf. e.g. [Hi]), the set of critical values of . has
Lebesgue measure zero in Y. Covering Z by a finite or countable family of
neighbourhoods W, one shows that the set of those y(x) # Y such that
[ y(x)+t!(x) : t>0] is tangent to Z has measure zero in Y. K
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let _=( y, ’) # S*(K) be such that #K (_) is
a scattering ray in 0K . Since the curvature of K does not vanish of infinite
order, #K (_) contains only finitely many gliding segments (if any) and
finitely many diffractive tangent points to K m([MS1]). Using Proposi-
tion 3.1 and perturbing slightly _ in S*(K) if necessary, we may assume
that #K (_) does not contain gliding segments on K. Then #K (_) has only
finitely many tangent points to K, all of them being diffractive tangent
points. We will assume that #K has l2 different tangent points to K;
otherwise there is nothing to prove. One of these is y; denote one of the
others (if there are more than two) by z.
The case when #K (_) has no transversal reflections follows immediately
from Lemma A.2. Assume that #K (_) has s1 transversal reflection points
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x1 , ..., xs at K. As in the beginning of the Appendix, denote by x0 (resp.
xs+1) the orthogonal projection of x1 on the hyperplane Z| (resp. of xs on
Z&%).
We claim that there exists _$ # S*(K) arbitrarily close to _ such that
#K (_$) has at most l&1 tangent points to K. To prove this, consider some
small open neighbourhood Ui of xi (i=1, ..., s), V of y and W of z in K
such that V & Ui=W & Ui=< for all i. We take these so small that
X=V _ W _ (si=1 Ui) does not containt any other tangent points of
#K (_) to K. We will now apply Lemma A.1 to the smooth submanifold X
of Rn.
Let k, m=0, 1, ..., s be such that y and z belong to the segments
[xk , xk+1] and [xm , xm+1], respectively. We may assume that km;
otherwise we can replace _ by ( y, &’). If k=m, then the claim stated
above follows immediately from Lemma A.2. Assume k<m. Then, setting
x=(x1 , ..., xs) and denoting by | and % the incoming and outgoing direc-
tions of #K (_), we have (|; x, y, z; %) # M(s, k, m)/Ms+2 . The natural
projection p: Ms+2  Ms+1 defined by p(|~ ; x~ ; y~ ; z~ ; % )=(|~ ; x~ ; y~ ; % ), deter-
mines a smooth map p: M(s, k, m)  M(s, k). By Lemma 3.3 in [PS] and
Lemma A.1 above, dim(M(s, k))=2n&3>2n&4=dim(M(s, k, m)). Now
Sard’s Theorem gives that M(s,k)" p(M(s,k,m)) contains points (|$; x$; y$; %$)
arbitrarily close to (|; x, y, %). Setting ’$=(x$k+1&x$k )&x$k+1&x$k&, we
get points _$=( y$, ’$) # S*(K) arbitrarily close to _ such that #K(_$) does
not have a tangency to K in W, i.e. #K (_$) has at most l&1 tangent
points to K.
Proceeding by induction, one finds _$ # S*(K) arbitrarily close to _
such that #K (_$) has only one tangency to K. K
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